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a b s t r a c t 

The focus placed on maximizing user engagement in online advertising negatively affects the user expe- 

rience because of advertising clutter and increasing intrusiveness. An intelligent decision support system 

providing balance between user experience and profits from online advertising based on the fuzzy multi- 

objective optimization model is presented in this paper. The generalized mathematical model uses uncer- 

tain parameters for content descriptors that are difficult to be precisely defined and measured, such as 

the level of intrusiveness and the change in performance over time. The search for final decision solutions 

and the verification of the proposed model are based on experimental results from both perceptual stud- 

ies, which are evaluating visibility and intrusiveness of marketing content as well as online campaigns 

providing interaction data for estimation of effectiveness. Surprisingly, the online response to the most 

noticeable advertisements with highly perceived visibility and intrusiveness was relatively low. During 

the field study performed in order to compute the model parameters, the best results were achieved for 

advertising content with moderate visual influence on web users. Simulations with the proposed model 

revealed that a growing level of persuasion can increase results only to a certain extent. Above a satu- 

ration point, a strategy based on extensive visual effects, such as high-frequency flashing, resulted in a 

very high increase of intrusiveness and a slightly better performance in terms of acquired interactions. 

Proposed balanced content design with the use of intelligent decision support system creates directions 

towards sustainable advertising and a friendlier online environment. 

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The evolution of electronic media and the increasing role of on-

ine advertising within marketing strategies has created space for

oth researchers and practitioners to explore new areas. Attempts

re frequently made to design online media and interactive content

o achieve better results with the use of persuasion, colors, anima-

ions and call-to-action messages ( Yun & Kim, 2005 ). Other areas

nclude: the identification of the factors affecting effectiveness for

pecific sectors ( Tsai, Chou, & Leu, 2011 ) or with more general ap-
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lications ( Robinson, Wysocka, & Hand, 2007 ), the real-time op-

imization of keyword selection ( Cookhwan, Sungsik, Kwiseok, &

h, 2012 ), and the use of methods based on multivariate testing or

tochastic models ( Chakrabarti, Agarwal, & Josifovski, 2008 ). While

hese methods are used in the operational environment, solutions

hich are implemented at tactical level require other approaches

n terms of media planning. In this field, optimization methods

re used for better advertisement allocation, and several solutions

nd models related to linear optimizations ( Langheinrich, Naka-

ura, Abe, Kamba, & Koseki, 1999 ) are available, as well as their

xtensions ( Chickering & Heckerman, 20 0 0 ) towards recent mod-

ls trying to deal with a multi-objective approach ( Du & Xu, 2012 ).

hile earlier solutions focused mainly on increasing outcomes, the

rowing share of advertising content within websites is resulting

n negative side effects. As a result, users perceive advertising clut-

er with a high share of advertising space being spread among ed-

torial content ( Ha & McCann, 2008 ). A drop in user experience
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is observed when more and more intrusive advertising techniques

are used to attract user attention ( Brajnik & Gabrielli, 2010; Zha

& Wu, 2014 ). Earlier research in this field was mainly focused

on the effect of intrusiveness on brand awareness and memory

( Chatterjee, 2008 ). Dedicated measures were introduced to eval-

uate the level of intrusiveness based on scales defined by Li et al.

( Li, Edwards, & Joo-Huyn, 2002 ) and later used in various areas

( McCoy, Everard, Polak, & Galletta, 2007; Zha & Wu, 2014 ). 

While most of the earlier methods focused on measuring intru-

siveness or improving the performance of online marketing, the re-

search presented in this paper proposes a multi-objective approach

to media planning based on trade-off solutions while taking into

account criteria related to user experience, web portal profits and

results for advertisers. The study integrates results from percep-

tual and field experiments followed by simulations which use the

proposed model based on fuzzy parameters. These parameters rep-

resent the uncertain characteristics related to the online environ-

ment and intrusiveness of the advertising content. The model in-

cludes effectiveness factors based on two elements: firstly, on di-

rect responses in the form of those registered by advertising server

interactions (e.g. clicks), and secondly, on the costs for advertisers

related to the revenue of the web operator. 

This study has yielded findings that have an impact on online

system design, as well as managerial insights into interactive cam-

paign planning. The conclusions are as follows: 

• The highest number of interactions were acquired for content

with the relatively low perceived intrusiveness detected in the

perceptual study; 
• Highly intrusive advertisements with vivid effects and a large

flashing area attracted attention, but the number of acquired

interactions was smaller than in the case of less intrusive con-

tent; 
• Simulations showed that an increased level of persuasion can

improve results to some extent only, which was made obvious

by the relatively low online results for highly visible advertise-

ments; 
• The visibility of online advertisements increases results, but

above certain saturation points, increases in the effect are very

low and are noted by a high growth of intrusiveness; 
• Different relationships between outcomes and the level of per-

suasion were observed for each campaign, but a saturation

point denoted by a high immediate growth of intrusiveness was

characteristic for all cases; 
• For all campaigns, the substantial growth of intrusiveness re-

sulted in only slightly better performance in terms of acquired

interactions. 

The proposed model makes it possible to search for a final de-

cision during the interactive process. The model includes a repre-

sentation of the global goals of the web portal owner and local

objectives for specific advertisers with their own preferences. Re-

sults from the study are presented in seven sections. The struc-

ture of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the litera-

ture review related to online media optimization and planning,

Section 3 includes the problem statement and the conceptual

framework, Section 4 explains the optimization model with fuzzy

parameters and the algorithm used to get solutions are presented,

Section 5 presents the experimental results from the field experi-

ment, and Sections 6 and 7 include the discussion and the conclu-

sion, respectively. 

2. Literature review 

The increasing importance of interactive technologies in mar-

keting has been observed recently, and new disciplines like mar-
eting engineering, computational advertising or computational so-

ial science are gaining more and more attention from both prac-

itioners and scientists. New forms of communication create areas

n these fields with several directions, such as the design of ad-

ertising content, usage of persuasion and call to action messages,

nd testing different layouts or changing the structure of advertise-

ents using data about consumer behavior ( Urban, Liberali, Mac-

onald, Bordley, & Hauser, 2013; Zorn, Olaru, Veheim, Zhao, & Mur-

hy, 2012 ). Other areas deal with real time campaign optimization

nd searching for the best methods for resource exploitation with

he use of stochastic models ( Chakrabarti, Kumar, Radlinski, & Up-

al, 2008 ), adaptive personalization ( Kazienko & Adamski, 2007 ), or

ontext based ad selection ( Teng-Kai & Chia-Hui, 2011 ). Looking at

he problem of online campaign planning from another perspec-

ive, the managing of multiple resources with the use of opera-

ional research typically occurs at the strategic level. 

Interactive media has created the ability to measure different

ffects and use them in the decision-making process. The new

etrics are used in this field for media planning ( Novak & Hoff-

an, 1996; Pavlou & Stewart, 20 0 0 ) with quantitative approaches

 Cookhwan, Kwiseok, & Ch, 2011; Hoffman & Novak, 20 0 0 ). Plan-

ing methods are developed with the new specifics of online

edia; however, conventional media planning is also applicable

 Cannon, 2001 ). The foundation for performing marketing actions

s the planning and scheduling campaigns at different locations

ith the use of different creations. This can be based on the ap-

lications of the Rositer–Percy grid to online advertising and anal-

sis based on the planned behaviors and site pre-visit intentions

 Wu, 2007 ). Various scheduling and execution plans are imple-

ented within advertising servers to select specific content as

n answer to a request coming from a web browser ( Amiri &

enon, 2003 ). One of the first applications of optimization mod-

ls in this field is based on the analysis of keywords entered by

he user to the search engine, which allows for optimization of

he ad delivery process ( Langheinrich et al., 1999 ). The task was

ormulated as a linear programming problem and the restrictions

nclude impressions in a given period, which was related to the

umber of ads shown on behalf of each advertiser. An extension

f the above concept is based on the research of Chickering and

eckerman, which shows the solution for a uniform distribution

f emissions as a result of a two-stage optimization ( Chickering &

eckerman, 20 0 0 ) which identifies the likelihood of diversion from

he issue of advertising in the analysis of data obtained from the

perating environment. 

The optimal emission plan allows calibrating the ad server in

uch a way to obtain the maximum number of interactions in a

iven period of time. Chickering stresses that the main drawback of

his solution is the sensitivity of the results to small changes in the

stimated probability. Another extension was proposed by Tomlin

ith the goal to avoid exposition to a narrow target group with the

sage of statistically derived entropy maximization ( Tomlin, 20 0 0 ).

he results showed that a nonlinear approach can be used as a

omponent of other models for advertising inventory management.

ecomposition of the problem and separation of the advertising

mpressions was made possible by adding a quadratic punishing

hich enabled better advertising efficacy ( Jie & Ding-Wei, 2004 ).

he model proposed in ( Langheinrich et al., 1999 ) was extended

owards the estimation of click-through rates and computing the

robabilities of impressions based on the trade-off between explo-

ation and exploitation ( Nakamura & Abe, 2005 ). The presented ap-

roach introduced solutions for multiple banner impressions and

dvertising inventory management. Other approaches are based

n the operational level and work through tracking user sessions

nd maximization of clicks probability ( Gupta, Khurana, Lee, &

awathe, 2011 ). The solution is based on Bayesian models and gen-

rates a ranking of advertisements with assigned probabilities. It is
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argeted to system operations in real time with connections to on-

ine advertising servers. In other solutions, the selection of the ad-

ertising content is based on the user profiles collected during the

ebsite browsing process ( Giuffrida, Reforgiato, Tribulato, & Zarba,

011 ). Another area is related to adjusting the pricing strategies for

nline advertising using the most popular CPM (cost per mile) and

PC (cost per click) models. A multi-objective model was proposed

ith the main goal of constructing pricing strategies and maximiz-

ng the revenue of the web portal, as well as minimizing the cost

or the advertiser ( Du & Xu, 2012 ). 

Review of literatures shows that earlier approaches in the field

f online campaign optimization are related to the maximization of

rofits and results to advertisers. However from the other point of

iew in the typical web design process the user experience should

e taken into account in order to achieve better functionality and

nable the creation of solutions addressed to the need of web

sers ( Zha & Wu, 2014 ). This approach can be conflicting with fi-

ancial priorities of portal owners’ with a high focus on profits. 

The questions arise to the level which it is worth, so as to in-

rease the intrusiveness of marketing components to attract user

ttention and to keep profits at the acceptable level without in-

ading user experience. Earlier research in this field was addressed

o several aspects related to the intrusiveness of online content.

ntrusiveness in the relation to online advertisements is defined as

a perception or psychological consequence that occurs when an

udience’s cognitive processes are interrupted” ( Li et al., 2002 ). Ha

nd Litman defined intrusiveness as “[…] the degree to which ad-

ertisements in a media vehicle interrupt the flow of an editorial

nit.” ( Ha & Litman, 1997 ). Li et al., 2002 introduced an approach

ased on the seven points scale defining content as distracting, dis-

urbing, forced, interfering, intrusive, invasive and obtrusive with

even levels from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”. Scale re-

uced from initial eleven items is based on psychological mecha-

isms and was later used for different experiments by other au-

hors ( McCoy et al., 2007 ). Excessive usage of video, audio and an-

mations within online content causes overload problem of com-

ercial content and is leading to side effects affecting negatively

ser experience ( Rosenkrans, 2009 ). 

The field experiments based on the analysis of interruptions

f cognitive processes as effects of advertising activity based on

op-up advertisements were performed ( Moe, 2006 ). Timing of

opup-messages with on across-page delay and within-page delay

nd their effect on click-through rate and site exit behaviors were

nalyzed. In other research, emphasis was placed on the conflict

ithin companies operating web portals where advertising con-

ent is a source of income but intensive exploitation of advertising

pace leads users to abandon a website ( Goldstein, McAfee, & Suri,

013 ). Earlier studies reported several usability problems related to

nline advertising with misleading information and difficult to find

ptions to remove advertising content ( Gibbs, 2008 ). Our earlier

esearch focused on recommending interfaces with limited nega-

ive influence on web users ( Jankowski, 2013 ) and balance between

isual and verbal communication within web systems ( Jankowski,

 ̨atrobski & Ziemba, 2015 ). 

As a result of excessive exploitation of online resources the

rowing problem for many companies is content avoidance espe-

ially when high intensity of influence on web users is used. In

he situation when the most of web portals are trying to attract

ttention of web users with commercial content, online users are

verloaded by the marketing content and only part of it attracts

ttention because of the limited ability to process information

 Lang, 20 0 0 ). Experienced web users are focused on completing

asks and are searching for information while they ignore irrel-

vant content ( Chatterjee, 2008 ). Effects during web based tasks

elated to the unintentional content avoidance were identified as

anner blindness by Benway ( Benway & Lane, 1998 ) and extended
y other researchers ( Burke, Hornof, Nilsen, & Gorman, 2005 ).

part from cognitive avoidance and banner blindness the physical

voidance of marketing content takes place. Applications are used

or blocking advertising content and even all objects of specific

ypes from the websites ( Krammer, 2008 ). With the growing

opularity of applications of this type physical delivery of content

o users can be problematic. 

While earlier research related to the optimization and planning

f online advertising campaigns focused mainly on the effective-

ess of advertising content, the research in this paper shows an

ntegrated approach with main goal to support decisions based on

ulti criteria evaluation from the perspective of web users and the

erformance of commercial content. The conceptual framework is

resented in the next stage followed by the results from exper-

ments based on searching for a trade-off between content intru-

iveness and user experience with the use of multi-objective meth-

ds. In proposed approach data from perceptual experiments is in-

egrated with the online measurement and then global and local

bjectives are used to evaluate the results from different perspec-

ives. The model presented in this paper makes it possible to de-

ne the aspiration levels and obtain solutions based on expecta-

ions of parties related to the online advertising processes. 

. Problem description and conceptual framework 

Advertising activity in the interactive environments such as the

nternet is based on dedicated control systems which allow the

election of advertising units by different criteria, as well as the

easurement of results. Ad request parameters are generated dur-

ng page views dynamically with the use of dedicated scripts re-

ponsible for displaying advertisements located within a website’s

ode. After the comparison with the emission plans, which are

esignated as being the main factors determining advertising ac-

ivity, the selection of advertising content is performed. Most of

he available systems and optimization models are focused on the

ncreasing of number of interactions within the website and are

argeted to automated advertisement selection to maximize num-

er of clicks or other response i.e. ( Bertsimas & Mersereau, 2007;

hakrabarti,Agarwal, et al., 2008; Li et al., 2010 ). Even though max-

mizing profits with intrusive forms of advertising can increase

utcome in the short term it may lead a decline in the audience

nd negative effects on brands ( Goldstein et al., 2013 ). The solu-

ion presented in Fig. 1 assumes the integration of decision support

ystem with an advertising server and the use of three informa-

ion sources gathered from: perceptual experiments, online exper-

ments and the preferences of decision makers. Perceptual exper-

ment delivers information related to perceived intrusiveness, the

anner in which the advertising content is affecting the user ex-

erience. Content evaluation is possible in terms of negative influ-

nce on web users, i.e. web usability. During an online experiment,

he data related to the interactions, overall performance and user

ehavior is collected. Uncertainty of data is taken into account in-

luding changes of performance and portal audiences. Preferences

athered from decision makers like portal owner and advertisers

re used in the fuzzy multi-objective system. The output from the

ystem delivers various trade-off solutions that minimize negative

mpact on web users and maximize performance. 

The detailed structure of the system and the integration with

he real environment is presented in Fig. 2 . Main components of

his structure include emission system ES, monitoring subsystem

esponsible for gathering and processing data MS, database DB

ith historical data stored and decision support system DSS used

or supporting planning activity. Following the exposition of the ad

nit, upon receipt of the message by the recipient, the system can

easure interaction with the advertising message expected by the

dvertiser. Collected data on the occurring interaction after receiv-
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Fig. 1. Trade-off solutions achieved by means of fuzzy multi-objective modeling that aggregates three data sources. 

Fig. 2. Control in an interactive advertising emission system. 
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ing the message is used in the decision processes and to some ex-

tent may be a measure of efficiency. 

Within a typical portal a set of m web pages

W = {W 1 ,W 2 ,…,W m 

} can be distinguished and a set of slots

S i = {S i,1 ,S i,2 …,S i,si } assigned for each web page W i (i = 1,…,m) and

they are dedicated to displaying marketing content (s i represents

the number of slots located within page W i ). Advertising activities

are conducted on behalf of n advertisers A j where j = 1,…,n from

the set A = { A 1 , . . . , A n } . For each advertiser A k ∈ A is given a set

of ad units U k = {U k,1 ,…,U k,uk } where u k represents the number

of units delivered by an advertiser k for the usage within the

portal. Advertising units can be based on different designs and

formats which influence web users and various techniques used

to attract attention. For each advertiser k and each ad unit U k,l 

where l = 1,…,u k are assigned emission costs C i,j,k,l thus defining

costs of emission of one thousand ad units with the cost per mille
odel (CPM) of ad unit l delivered by advertiser k to be served

ithin slot j on the webpage i . Cost is negotiated with a portal

perator and is dependent on several factors related to used ad

ormats, levels of intrusiveness of marketing content and amounts

pent on advertising campaign. The highest rates are usually

onnected to the growing intrusiveness affecting web user expe-

ience. Ad units are available for the emission system ES which

s responding to requests from slots located within the website,

hich are sent by dedicated front-end scripts and are handled by

 server side application. The selection of advertising content is

erformed according to the emission plan for the period t denoted

s EP t which specifies the preferred number of individual ad

nits issued for each advertiser in a given period of time t and

onsists of subplans EP t k for each advertiser k where ( k = 1…,n)

n a set EP t = {EP t 1 ,…,EP t n }. Within the plan of emission for each

dvertiser, the number of emissions is defined for each ad unit
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n  
elivered by advertiser represented by x t i,j,k,l which denotes the

umber of emissions planned for the period of time t within the

ebpage i and slot j of ad unit l on behalf of advertiser k . 

The process on the strategic level is managed by a web por-

al operator (PO) who is controlling the process and takes part in

arametrization of the system with the usage of decision support

ystem DSS. Activity at the operational level is performed automat-

cally within the emission system (ES). Delivered by PO parame-

ers for the period of time t are used within the decision support

ystem (DSS) and are related to keeping positive user experience

ithin webpages (UE), portal profits (PP) with the assumption that

ncreased profits may be occupied by dropping user experience,

references P o i,j,k,l representing the preferred number of impres-

ions of ad unit l delivered by an advertiser k , within slot j on a

eb page i , the resources usage RU i,j related to available emission

esources within slot j located within page i . A portal operator can

se other preferences OP for system parametrization based i.e. on

xternal surveys, analytics or evaluation of advertising content and

ts effect on the web users. 

Apart from the input from the portal operator DSS system uses

he input from advertisers in a form of cost preferences for ad

nits C i,j,k,l and emission preferences P A i,j,k,l defined by advertiser

 for ad unit l and emission within slot j on the page i . DSS uses

nput from the monitoring system MS and delivered information is

elated to the available emission resources ER i,j for website i and

lot j based on the measurement of web traffic within a portal and

f the audience within each subsite. The measurement system de-

ivers an overall evaluation from the perspective of earlier effects

n a form of interactions represented by a positive response de-

oted as PR 

g 
i,j,k,l for advertiser k , ad unit l , showed within slot

 at webpage i and can be measured using g = 1,…,m p perfor-

ance measures related to a number of interactions, conversions

nd other positive responses. The negative response NR 

h 
i,j,k,l is re-

ated to the level of intrusiveness, negative feedback from users

nd possible negative influence on web users is used as well. It

an be measured by h = 1,…,m i intrusiveness measures using tech-

iques based on server side measurement or user centric experi-

ents. Because of volatile environment and condition changes re-

ated to audience, effectiveness system takes into account uncer-

ain nature of delivered data and uncertain parameters are handled

y uncertain data processing module UP. 

The portal operator has an ability of planning the general strat-

gy related to the user experience and portal profits using the

lobal model GM for searching for the compromise between intru-

iveness of advertising content and profits. Minimizing the nega-

ive impact on a web user takes place with the FG 1 (x) function and

n case of maximizing profits the global evaluation function FG 2 (x)

s proposed. As an extension can be used the operational model

M with the detailed criterions related to performance factors

aximized for each advertiser k represented by functions PF g k (x)

or each g = 1,…, m p performance measures. The final plan of emis-

ion is based on the mapping of preferences of the portal owner

nd advertisers into decision variable x i,j,k,l defining the number of

missions for each webpage i and slot j and advertiser k with an ad

nit l . The search for compromise is based on the web portal oper-

tor preferences represented in balanced approach with the main

oal being to deliver acceptable results in terms of portal profits PP,

eliver positive response PR 

g 
i,j,k,l to advertisers with minimal neg-

tive influence on web audience represented by negative response

R 

h 
i,j,k,l . Results from a generated plan of emission for period t

re represented by EP t and are used within the advertising server

ith the selection function SF(t) which maps the request param-

ters RQ t on the selected ad unit for the emission to the specific

ser. The number of emitted advertisements depends on the avail-

ble emission resources ER i,j for each slot j and webpage i and is

ependent on the audience present within the portal. 
. Fuzzy multi-objective optimization model 

While earlier research was mainly focused on maximization of

he number of interactions and resources usage, taking into an

ccount negative feedback and the level of intrusiveness of used

ontent enables the implementation of solutions for compromise,

ithout invading user experience within the portal. For the rep-

esentation of data related to the levels of negative response and

ntrusiveness system inputs are based on the fuzzy representation.

ncertainty also arises from changing effectiveness and varying

mission resources. The deterministic estimation of parameters for

ecision models would be less adequate because of uncertain char-

cter of used data. For emission optimization and searching for

 compromise plan the multi-objective mathematical model with

uzzy parameters is proposed. There is an unknown value of emis-

ion plan x i,j,k,l for each i, j, k, l which defines the number of ad

nits l to be served within web page i and slot j served on behalf

f k . 

.1. Assumptions for uncertain parameters and constrains 

Depending on the relevance of the choice of the advertising

nit and the adaptation to the current needs of the target customer

ill be achieved (or not) certain effects in the period t . Positive re-

ults and the negative influence determined for each advertiser k is

easured and stored for usage in the next stages of the advertis-

ng campaigns. High volatility of the environment and changes of

ffectiveness or emission resources over time turns the adoption of

eterministic nature of measurement parameters into a simplifica-

ion. Available resources for the next period t + 1 are based on the

verage values and deterministic parameters representing i.e. page

iews and unique visitors and usually they do not use character-

stics of a changing environment. In order to reflect the uncertain

ature of the measurement data, the usage of fuzzy approach in-

roduced by L.A. Zadeh is proposed; this is based on determining

he membership functions of belonging to a set ( Zadeh, 1965 ). For

xample using this approach in relation to the emission resources

or the next time period t + 1 can be estimated that “about” n ad-

ertising units may be emitted, which is a more accurate statement

han the precise one, which stipulates that n units will be emitted.

uzzy representations of input data can be used as parameters for

ecision support models during media planning for emission re-

ources ER i,j , positive response PR 

g 
i,j,k,l as well as the negative re-

ponse NR 

h 
i,j,k,l . The level of intrusiveness or positive response can

e defined as fuzzy numbers with linguistic representations like

 Low, Medium or High. In some cases, i.e. pulsing emissions, a

uzzy campaign budget B 

t 
k can be allocated and that representa-

ion makes such parameters more reliable than crisp values. Con-

ideration of these factors requires a combination of different pref-

rences and organization of model in such a way that is taking into

ccount both environmental variability and specifics of the prob-

em, as is shown in the next section. 

.2. Multi-objective model targeted to strategic planning 

With the usage of the global decision support model GM, the

ortal operator has an ability to find decision solutions and pa-

ameters for planning based on two main goals. The first goal is

o minimize negative influence on web users with FG 1 
t (x) to keep

sability and user experience at high levels, while taking into ac-

ount the level of intrusiveness assigned to interactive content. The

econd goal is to maximize profits and this is represented by a

lobal function FG 2 
t (x) with the use of parameters related to the

rices of emission of advertisements within the portal. Function

G 

t 
1 (x) is based on measures of intrusiveness represented by a

egative response NR h 
i, j,k,l 

of type h after an evaluation of ad unit l
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delivered by advertiser k and performed in connection with slot j

within webpage i and is represented as follows: 

F G 

t 
1 (x ) = 

m ∑ 

i =1 

s m ∑ 

j=1 

n ∑ 

k =1 

u n ∑ 

l=1 

(
NR 

1 
i, j,k,l ∗ x t i, j,k,l + NR 

2 
i, j,k,l ∗ x t i, j,k,l 

+ . . . + NR 

mi 
i, j,k,l ∗ x t i, j,k,l 

)
(1)

where: 

NR h 
i, j,k,l 

- the measure of negative response related to adver-

tising unit l delivered by advertiser k served within webpage

i and slot j represented by the measure of intrusiveness h , 

x t 
i, j,k,l 

- the number of ad units with the design variant l

delivered by advertiser k to be used within the portal within

the slot j at the page i in the period t . 

The second goal related to profits of web portal operator is

based on the prices C i,j,k,l assigned to emission within webpage i

and slot j for ad unit l delivered by an advertiser k . It is dependent

on the size, type and intrusiveness of advertising content and the

location within the portal where it will be displayed. The function

FG 2 
t (x) is represented as follows: 

F G 

t 
2 (x ) = 

m ∑ 

i =1 

s m ∑ 

j=1 

n ∑ 

k =1 

(
C i, j,k, 1 ∗ x t i, j,k, 1 + C i, j,k, 2 ∗ x i, j,k, 2 

+ . . . + C t i, j,k, u n 
∗ x i, j,k, u n 

)
(2)

where: 

C i, j, k, l - the price of emission of an ad unit with the variant

l on behalf of advertiser k within slot j located on the web

page i , 

x t 
i, j,k,l 

- the number of ad units with the variant l delivered

by advertiser k to be served in the period t within the web-

page i and slot j in the period t . 

The maximization of function (2) increases the overall financial

performance of emission from the perspective of the web portal’s

and is dependent on prices of advertisements emission. While the

costs of emission of intrusive advertisements are usually higher

profits grow together with the growing intrusiveness of advertis-

ing content. From the perspective of the web portal owner, the

maximization of function FG 

t 
2 (x) can lead to short term profits

increase because of higher rates for intrusive advertising content;

however in the long run it can lead to audience loss because of

dropping user experience. For better planning effects for individual

advertisers additional sub criteria can be added and oriented on

maximizing the number of interactions and positive response on

behalf of each advertiser. In this process response factors RF g i,j,k,l 

are used and they are computed with the use of positive response

data PR 

g 
i,j,k,l for measured interactions of type g divided by the

number of impressions or other interactions. Depending on the

type of measured interactions they can represent click-through ra-

tios, conversion ratios or other typical performance metrics used

in online advertising. Following this notion used for generaliza-

tion purposes and maximizing the individual performance function

(3) increases the number of interactions expressed by RF g i,j,k,l fac-

tor for each type of interaction: 

∧ 

k 

∧ 

g 

P F g 

k 
( x ) = 

m ∑ 

i =1 

s m ∑ 

j=1 

(
RF g 

i, j,k, 1 
∗ x t 

i, j,k, 1 + RF g 
i, j,k, 2 

∗ x t 
i, j,k, 2 

+ . . . + RF g 
i, j,k,u 

k 

∗ x t 
i, j,k,u 

k 

)
(3)

RF 
g 

i, j,k,l 
- the response factor based on measures of expected

by advertiser k response type g is registered by a measure-

ment system within website i and slot j for ad unit l . 
The model can take into an account the sub criteria for different

ypes of interactions and conversions measured for advertiser, the

hoice of which depends on the purpose of advertising. Apart from

he goal functions the main constraints of this model are defined

nd related to the resource limitations based on audience repre-

ented by an emission resources ER 

t 
i,j estimated for period of time

 for each slot j within a website i and are represented as follows:

 

t 

∧ 

j 

( 

ER 

t 
i, j −

m ∑ 

k =1 

u m ∑ 

l=1 

x t i, j,k,l 

) 

≥ 0 (4)

here: 

ER t 
i, j 

- the emission resources within slot j on page i is rep-

resented by number of requests of advertising units. 

Next constraints are based on the available budget B 

t 
k assigned

o an advertiser k for the period of time t . It can be dependent on

arlier budget allocation and is based on values assigned for the

ext period. Realization of the budget is based on the available re-

ources and the ability to deliver to the advertiser specific number

f impressions which is dependent on the audience changing over

ime and preferences of other advertisers: 

 

k 

( 

B 

t 
k −

m ∑ 

i =1 

s m ∑ 

j=1 

u n ∑ 

l=1 

(
C i, j,k,l ∗ x t 

i, j,k,l 

)) 

≥ 0 (5)

here: 

B t 
k 

- the representation of a budget for advertiser k assigned

for the period of time t . 

Representation of the budget parameter can be based on fuzzy

alues due to the possibility of the occurrence of deviations of the

lan under varying conditions. They may arise for example be-

ause of varying the intensity of action in accordance with the

ulse strategy. For more detailed parametrization of the system

ortal operator can deliver detailed preferences to emission spe-

ific advertising content on selected slots or webpages represented

y P O i,j,k,l . Portal operator is aggregating preferences from all ad-

ertisers and includes own priorities. Set of preferences is defined

s follows: ∧ 

. j,k,l 

(
P O 

i, j,k,l − x t 
i, j,k,l 

)
≥ 0 (6)

here: 

P O 
i, j,k,l 

- defined by portal operator the preferred number of

impressions ad units l of advertiser k within the slot j lo-

cated on the web page i . 

Preferences are also delivered by advertisers, and they are used

y portal operator in decision processes. Preferences are related to

umber of emissions for each ad unit within slots located on the

eb pages and are declared as follows: ∧ 

. j,k,l 

(
P A 

i, j,k,l − x t 
i, j,k,l 

)
≥ 0 (7)

here: 

P A 
i, j,k,l 

- the representation of the preferred by an advertis-

ers number of impressions ad units l of advertiser k within

the slot j located on the web page i . 
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An advertiser can disable impressions of specific ad units on

elected slots and this is treated as a hard constrain. If an adver-

iser includes the preferred number of emissions, the final repre-

entation of the plan is dependent on the portal operator who is

ggregating preferences from other advertisers. Final results may

e based on costs, other conditions and contracts. While searching

or compromise solutions, the portal operator uses his own atti-

ude towards user experience within a portal UE, preferences for

ncreasing portal profits PP, preferences for resource usages RU and

ector of other preferences OP. 

.4. Algorithm for model solving 

For the presented optimization task, the selection of the appro-

riate method is required for searching for decision solution with

he use of fuzzy coefficients and restrictions in the model. When

electing the method of solving the model the need to adjust the

evels of representation of the constraints’ satisfaction should be

aken into account. Assumptions for fuzzy modeling decisions are

efined by Bellman and Zadeh ( Bellman & Zadeh, 1970 ) and they

ave been used as the base of fuzzy multi-objective linear pro-

ramming ( Dubois & Prade, 1980 ) and in later studies ( Sakawa,

993; Zimmermann, 1991 ). These methods have been developed

n the direction of the fuzzy coefficients of tasks, as well as the

ecision variables ( Buckley & Feuring, 20 0 0 ). The use of alterna-

ive methods of optimization involve genetic algorithms ( Sakawa

 Kato, 2009 ). In the article, the proposed solutions are based on

he conversion of fuzzy model to the linear models. Occurrence of

uzzy coefficients in the model causes a number of problems re-

ated to computing the creation of membership function and the

odel soft restrictions. In order to solve the problem the method

roposed in ( Bana ́s, 2004 ) was used, which is an adaptation of the

ethod STEM for solving fuzzy multi-objective optimization prob-

ems ( Benayoun, de Montgolfier, Tergny, & Taritchev, 1971 ). The

ero iteration follows the initialization of fuzzy coefficients and to

etermine the initial values for the four parametric degrees meet-

ng the restrictions ˜ a i (x ) ≤ ˜ b i ( τi , w ( τi ) , ω i , w ( ω i ) ) 
( j) = (1 , 1 , 0 , 0) i

 {1,…,m F }}, where m F - the number of fuzzy constraints. The use

f parametric degrees to meet the restrictions is an approach based

n the principle of expansion ( Zadeh, 1965 ), which assumes the

orm of inequalities comparing the position of the left arm of fuzzy

umber defined in a trapezoidal form. In the next step, the des-

gnation of the two-parameter function of degrees to compromise

akes place with the number of fuzzy objective functions. The next

tep is based on assigning limits of fuzzy aspiration levels for the

unctions with at least one fuzzy factor or deterministic levels of

spirations. Then an iterative procedure follows the introduced by

he decision maker changes to the initial values parameter rep-

esenting significance of constraints, degrees of compromise objec-

ive function, levels of aspiration. A deterministic task is based on

he adopted coefficients and thus a multi-objective linear program-

ing is generated: 

ax 

{[ 
(c T 1 x) 

s 

( α1 , β1 ) 
( j) . . . (c T q x) 

s 

( αq , βq ) 
( j) 

] T 
: x ∈ X 

( j) 
( ̃ τ ; ˜ ω ) 

}
(8) 

Functions (c T 
k 
x) s 

( α1 , β1 ) 
( j) for k ∈ {1, ..., q } and x ∈ X are deter-

ined according to the formula: 

(c T k x) s 
( α1 , β1 ) 

( j) 

= 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

c L 
k 
(x ) −χ L 

k 
(x )(1 −αs 

k 
) for αs 

k 
∈ < 0 , 1) , s = L, βk = 1 

c R 
k 
(x ) −χR 

k 
(x )(1 −αs 

k 
) for αs 

k 
∈ < 0 , 1) , s = R, βk = 1 

c L 
k 
(x ) + 

(
c R 

k 
(x ) − c L 

k 
(x ) 

)
βk for αs = 1 , βk < 0 , 1) 

(9) 

In order to solve the task usage of the procedure STEM is im-

lemented ( Benayoun et al., 1971 ). In the first step, the set of solu-

ions is determined so as to optimize each function f (x) . In the
i 
ext step is created a payoff matrix, and for each function f i (x)

s determined nadir for k ∈ {1,…, q} which is the latest element

f the kth column. To verify the proper solution a testing proce-

ure is used in order to verify proper solution. As a result the de-

ision maker receives x̄ (l) solutions and efficient graphical repre-

entation of membership functions of fuzzy numbers occurring in

he inequalities ˜ a i ( ̄x 
(l) ) ≤ ˜ b i i ∈ {1,…,m} i ˜ c k ( ̄x 

(l) ) ≥ ˜ d k k ∈ {1,…, q}

nd a four degrees of fulfillment of inequality. The procedure stops

hen the x̄ (l) solution provides a satisfactory level of achieve-

ent and the transition to the next stage is performed. When

he solution x̄ (l) is not satisfactory but there is a satisfactory level

f performance of fuzzy restrictions, the algorithm returns to the

revious step. Based on the graphical representation of inequality

˜  k ( ̄x 
(l) ) ≥ ˜ d k k ∈ {1,…,q}, the position vector of f ( ̄x (l) ) with respect

o the objectives of the ideal y M solution exchange rates and the

ecision maker selects the criteria k ′ , which may degrade and de-

ermines the maximum acceptable loss �y ′ k . On this basis in the

teration 1 + 1 X (l+1) , a collection is formed by connecting a set

f constraints. When no satisfactory solution is obtained, the algo-

ithm returns to the initial step and the new weighting factors are

sed. 

. Perceptual experiment and online field experiment 

The model verification was conducted using the data from ex-

erimental advertising campaigns performed in the real environ-

ent based on the advertising content from five categories of

roducts and services including fitness club, travel agency, social

etworking platform, portal with online games and virtual world.

ata collected during experimental campaigns in periods t-3, t-2,

-1 was used for generating decision solution for planning adver-

ising activity in the period t with included ability to minimize the

egative influence on users and achieving assigned profits. Empiri-

al research was conducted in three stages. The first stage includes

he design of variants of advertising objects with different levels of

ntrusiveness based on attention catching techniques like flashing,

ividness, animations with different sizes and styles. In the second

tage perceptual experiment was performed using pair-wise test-

ng of intrusiveness with main goal to assign intrusiveness level to

ach advertising unit. In the third stage online testing campaign

as conducted based on five different products and services. Col-

ected data from each experiment was used to compute fuzzy pa-

ameters for models. Finally comparison of results from both on-

ine and perceptual experiment was presented. 

.1. Advertising content design 

The proposed approach is based on using components of a web

nterface, such as headers and advertisements in the form of ob-

ects decomposed into elements that provide the ability to create a

pecific influence on a target user. The purpose of many online sys-

ems is to get some kind of interaction that can be defined through

arious ways depending on the scope of the task and the business

odel. The main goal is to influence users to perform the desired

ctions. For each advertising object, the set of available elements

 = {E 1 , E 2 , …, E n } with the design options determined by E i = {e i,1 ,

 i,2 , …, e i, cnt(i) } is defined, where cnt(i) describes the number of

ossible design variants for the ith element. For each component

 i,j the level of persuasion p i,j determines the strength of influence

n a user. Objects created in that way can be used to test the sys-

em and the characteristics of the components used in both per-

eptual and online experiment. The purpose of the object genera-

ion is to choose elements from the given collection in accordance

ith the provided selection function. Based on the structure of the

bjects and sets, units with different characteristics are generated

utomatically and users’ responses are gathered in the perceptual
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Fig. 3. The example structure of an experimental advertising unit. 
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experiment. In order to verify the presented solution, the experi-

mental interactive object was built with mechanisms of variant se-

lection that were integrated with a real system. Within this object

the components were defined with different levels of influence on

the user. The designed experimental interactive objects were in the

form of an online advertisement, with the call to action messages

integrated. The main goal was identified as redirecting the audi-

ence to the target website after clicking. These objects are com-

posed of four sections: S 1 , S 2 , S 3 and S 4 illustrated in Fig. 3. 

In section S 1 the influence element is in the form of a call to

action button used with four flashing frequencies ( F ), from silent

non-flashing mode through 50 ms and 25 ms towards high fre-

quency flashing with vividness effect. In section S 2 active graphi-

cal elements were located with variants related to the size of the

flashing area ( S ), from 10% through 20% and up to 40%. Section

S 3 represents a set of graphical elements ( E ) with options to use

flashing effects from the level one to the level three. Element S 4 
was responsible for animations ( A ) with three conditions: disabled,

horizontal or vertical. As a result experimental space consist from

10 advertising units AU 1 ,…,AU 10 for each of five campaigns. 

5.2. Perceptual experiment - user experience analysis 

During the perceptual experiment the interactive components

were assessed through the Internet by inexperienced observers

who were confirmed to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

The age of the users varied between 20 and 68. Fourteen observers

completed a pair-wise comparison experiment, the main task of

which was to read text and select which of a given pair of adver-

tisements influenced the performed task more negatively and dis-

tracted attention. For additional reliability all observers repeated

the experiment three times so 42 repetitions were collected. In or-

der to reduce the learning effect no repetitions took place on the

same day. According to ( Mantiuk, Tomaszewska, & Mantiuk, 2012 ),

collecting 30–60 repetitions per condition is a sufficient sample

size. Since the experiments were run through the Internet, the con-

ditions were not stabilized, however that a proper design adver-

tisement should influence similar impacts for observers despite the
isplay conditions. Advertisements were shown on a 50 percent

rey background, and the same background was used for the inter-

als between displayed pairs of images. The observers were free to

djust the viewing distance of their screen to their own preference.

n the real-world applications, images are seen from varying dis-

ances on screens of different resolutions, so quality experiments

re rarely performed in controlled conditions where viewing dis-

ance is restricted by a chin-rest and the display angular resolution

in pixels per degree) is kept constant. Because of this, the data

athered in the sample is more representative of real-world condi-

ions because of variability due to uncontrolled viewing conditions

ncluded in the measurements. Observers were asked to read writ-

en instructions before each experiment. Following the ITU-R500

ecommendation ( ITU-R.REC.BT.50 0, 20 02 ), the experiment started

ith a training session in which observers could familiarize them-

elves with the task and the interface. The training session in-

luded five trials with the advertisements from the original data

et, which were selected to span a wide range of intrusive ele-

ents. To ensure that observers fully understood the experiment,

hree random trials were shown at the beginning of the main ses-

ion without recording the results. The advertisements were dis-

layed in the random order and with a different randomization

or each session. Two consecutive trials showing the same test ad-

ertisement were avoided, wherever possible, and to prevent fa-

igue no session was longer than 30 min. Once we collected ex-

erimental data our goal was to find a scalar measure for each

est advertisement that rates intrusiveness on a continuous inter-

al scale. Results from perceptual experiment showed differences

mong subjects when intrusiveness of presented content was eval-

ated. 

For the modeling purpose, the selection of the shape of the

embership’s function was important. For computational effi-

iency and easier data acquisition, the most frequently used rep-

esentation of fuzzy numbers includes trapezoidal, triangular, L-R

rapezoidal and L-R triangular representation ( Chen & Hwang 1992,

lir & Yuan 1995 ). Trapezoidal approximation is a reasonable com-

romise between two opposite tendencies: to lose too much in-

ormation and to introduce a form of approximation which is too
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Table 1 

Number of ad impressions for each campaign. 

C P 1 P 2 P 3 SD L A B C R 

C 1 44 ,235 113 ,980 30 ,449 44 ,780,66 30 ,449 46 ,669 62 ,888 88 ,434 113 ,980 

C 2 60 ,671 104 ,876 59 ,206 25 ,955,02 59 ,206 67 ,062 74 ,918 89 ,897 104 ,876 

C 3 76 ,998 89 ,555 16 ,408 39 ,113,74 16 ,408 38 ,698 60 ,987 75 ,271 89 ,555 

C 4 130 ,751 172 ,559 29 ,028 73 ,820,31 29 ,028 69 ,904 110 ,779 141 ,669 172 ,559 

C 5 64 ,097 182 ,975 18 ,407 84 ,953,11 18 ,407 53 ,450 88 ,493 135 ,734 182 ,975 

Total 376 ,752 663 ,945 153 ,498 255 ,890,05 153 ,498 275 ,782 398 ,065 531 ,005 663 ,945 
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Fig. 4. Fuzzy emission resources allocated for campaign C 1 . 

Fig. 5. Fuzzy emission resources allocated for campaign C 2 . 

Fig. 6. Fuzzy emission resources allocated for campaign C 3 . 
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ophisticated ( Brânda ̧s , 2011 ). Core of trapezoidal function makes

ossible same evaluation of values from given range, what is closer

o real behaviors and the evaluation of campaign efficiency. As a

esult for model parametrization, trapezoidal fuzzy representation

as used. For each advertising unit in each campaign feedback

rom subjects allowed to build fuzzy representation for perceptual

esponse using minimal values for left side L, maximal values for

ight side R, point B representing average value, point A = (B −L)/2

nd point C = (R −B)/2. 

Within each campaign the highest average negative percep-

ual response was observed for unit 6 with 40% flashing area

nd is highlighted in the table. Standard deviation for each cam-

aign was identified at maximal and minimal level. For each cam-

aign the lowest standard deviation was observed for the first ad

nit without flashing effects or animations values (0.016, 0.0322,

.0478, 0.0157, 0.0161) for campaigns (C 1 ,C 2 ,C 3 ,C 4 ,C 5 ) where ob-

ained accordingly. Within campaign C 1 highest SD with value

.2418 was obtained for AU 1,4 and same was observed within C 2 

ith maximal value for AU 2,4 = 0.2852. For campaign C 3 highest

or AU 3,10 = 0.2512 while for campaign C 4 highest value 0,2643 was

bserved for AU 4,9 . Within campaign C 5 highest SD was obtained

or AU 5,4 with value 0.2491. Fuzzy parameters related to the per-

eptual response as a measure of intrusiveness where used within

ecision support models and make possible to represent uncer-

ainty when the content is evaluated by different web users. Pro-

osed fuzzy representation makes possible taking into an account

ncertain values ability to use different evaluations of the level of

ntrusiveness of used advertising content. 

.3. Online field experiment – real user interaction 

Based on the prepared content the field experiment was con-

ucted in time three periods P 1 , P 2 , P 3 respectively t −3, t −2, t −1.

or each period and advertisement, data related to the number of

d impressions and click through ratio based on the number of

licks was collected. In the Table 1 the number of impressions for

ach campaign C i based on the available audience is showed. Re-

ults showed different number of total impressions for each period

ith the highest total value for P 2 equal to 663945 and minimal

alue obtained for P 3 equal to 153498. The number of impressions

s affecting possible results and high variability is showing difficul-

ies with the usage of deterministic parameters for the model. 

In case of results obtained from testing periods fuzzy represen-

ation of emission resources is proposed as model parameters. Us-

ng the method proposed in ( Piegat, 2010 ) fuzzy parameters were

alculated from obtained dataset for each campaign with an as-

umption that the number of expositions can be a target for each

dvertiser and identified as a total portal resources in a form of

 global emission resources constrain. Table 1 shows fuzzy coef-

cients L, A, B, C, R for trapezoidal membership functions based

n earlier results. Example fuzzy representations for resources as-

igned for campaigns C 1 - C 5 are showed in Figs. 4–8 . while Fig. 9 .

llustrates total fuzzy emission resources available for all cam-

aigns. 
The online experiment delivered data related to the number of

egistered interactions in a form of clicks. Using this data the click-

hrough ratio which represents the number of clicks in the relation

o the number of impressions was computed for each ad unit AU

ithin each campaign for each period. Parameters of model were

omputed with the use of the number of clicks and computed

lick-through ratio (CTR) as a number of clicks divided by a num-

er of impressions. Changes of response within analyzed periods

ere observed and can be a result of different timing, changes of
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Fig. 7. Fuzzy emission resources allocated for campaign C 4 . 

Fig. 8. Fuzzy emission resources allocated for campaign C 5 . 

Fig. 9. Total fuzzy emission resources ER. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Fuzzy CTR factor for ad unit AU 1,1 . 

Fig. 11. Fuzzy CTR factor for ad unit AU 1,3 . 

Fig. 12. Total fuzzy CTR factor all campaigns. 
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interest in advertised product, different audiences or banner blind-

ness phenomenon ( Burke et al., 2005 ). 

An average CTR for all campaigns in the period P 1 was ob-

served at the level 0.17% while in period P 2 it dropped to 0.12%.

In the period P 3 an increase was observed to the level of 0.44%

what was 266.53% increase when compared to the period P 1 and

373.86% increase when compare do the period P 2 . Fuzzy coeffi-

cients where computed for each unit representing changes of re-

sponse. Figs. 10 and 11 show graphical representation of the fuzzy

numbers containing the values of direct responses for ad unit with

lowest CTR observed (AU 1,1 ) within campaign C 1 and for the high-

est CTR (AU 1,3 ) within the same campaign. The total fuzzy CTR pa-

rameter registered for all campaigns is showed in Fig. 12. 

Fuzzy representation of response parameters makes more re-

alistic estimates for future planning and changes of environment

can be taken into an account. Within the planning process the pes-

simistic, neutral and optimistic values can be used to obtain alter-

native solutions closer to reality than deterministic inputs based

on average ranges from longer period. Other used parameters are
elated to advertising budgets and costs of emissions with detailed

llocation and visual representation of fuzzy parameters. 

Total costs were based on aggregated number of impressions of

ach advertisement with assigned costs per thousand impressions

ependent on the intrusiveness of advertisement. Results showed

ifferences between each period and uncertainty when planning

ossible budget usage for the next period. The complete summa-

ized budget from campaigns represented profits of online pub-

isher from selling the advertising space within the portal and is

arying from minimal value 216.18 achieved in the period P3 up to

he highest value 942.40 from the period P2. With the use of val-

es from three experimental periods coefficients for fuzzy budget

ith trapezoidal representations were computed based on L, A, B,

 and R values. 

The used fuzzy representation makes possible to plan campaign

sing pessimistic, neutral or positive approach assuming future

alues more close to left, central or right range from the fuzzy rep-

esentation respectively. For example for campaign C 1 pessimistic

pproach assumes used budget smaller than 66.70. Highest proba-

ility assigned to the range 66.70–128.10 can be treated as a neu-

ral, optimistic for usage higher than 128.10 till not realistic 165.65.
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Fig. 13. Average perceptual response for all campaigns. 

Fig. 14. Average online response for all campaigns. 
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.4. Comparison of results from perceptual and online studies 

In this stage of analysis the standardized results from the per-

eptual experiment were compared with the activity of online

sers in a form of registered interactions and these are shown

n Fig. 13 . Y axis represents the level of persuasion detected in

erceptual experiment aggregated for different types of advertise-

ents. Results showed that lowest negative impact was registered

or AU 1 with static image used and it was unit with the lowest

ossible negative influence. Highest value 0.85 was obtained for

U 6 with 40% of flashing space and close to 0.90 for AU 6 with used

ividness effect and high frequency flashing. Aggregated data from

ll periods of online experiments are showed in Fig. 14 . The high-

st number of interactions measured CTR was obtained for AU 10 

ith vertical animation and AU 3 with 50 ms flashing effect. 

Ad units with the highest negative perceptual response and in-

rusive attention attracting elements did not get the highest num-

er of clicks. Intrusive element AU 6 got CTR at the level of 0.0022

hat was 32% lower result than for unit with highest CTR. The in-

rusive element AU 4 got CTR at the level of 0.0026 which was 19%

ower result than results for unit with highest CTR. Even though

U 4 received relatively high response online and third position in

he ranking, it was occupied by high negative perceptual response.

 comparison of the results from both experiments shows that in-

reased intensity of intrusiveness resulted in a highly negative im-

act on the participants of the perceptual experiment, but the high

ntensity was not justified by a higher response online. Animations

esulted in a higher response and the intrusiveness was observed

o be at the moderate level. Results showed that those multidi-

ensional increase of influence level caused by implementation

f intrusive elements in the message do not necessarily result in

 better results. Using the presented methods would give the ba-

is for specifying the scope of effects and persuasion levels where

here is no significant improvement of conversion coefficients but

here is a negative influence on the user. 
. Trade-off between user experience and effectiveness - fuzzy 

ulti-objective modeling 

In the next step data acquired during experimental research

as used as parameters for fuzzy linear model validation with the

ifferent scenarios for general resources usage strategy and simu-

ation. The main goal was to generate emission plan using different

arget values for interactions, outcome and negative effects. The

ther goal of the modeling process was to observe how changes

f model parameters, aspirations level for goal functions were af-

ecting plans and possible outcomes for both website operator and

dvertisers. Model validation was performed in two stages of sim-

lations. In the first stage analysis was using two global criterions

ased on minimizing level of persuasion and maximizing the out-

ome from selling advertising space within the website was con-

ucted. In the second stage detailed criteria functions for all adver-

isers were taken into an account to maximize the number of in-

eractions and minimize negative impact for each advertiser while

sing maximization of total portal operator outcome. 

.1. Results from global modeling with two criteria 

The main goal of applications of the proposed model is to plan

uture advertising actions within portal using feedback from ear-

ier periods of campaigns and connecting them with the perceptual

ata to adjust negative impact on web users. In this stage research

as been conducted for global optimization goals. The optimiza-

ion process starts with processing fuzzy technical and economi-

al parameters representing the direct effects indicators, perceptual

esponse, emission resources and budgets. Research was done for

lobal goal functions FG 

t 
1 (x) and FG 

t 
2 (x) for minimizing negative

ffect on web users and maximizing outcome of website operator

rom selling advertising space respectively. The main goal of mod-

ling was searching for compromise solutions and emission plan

ith limited negative impact on users while outcome levels are ac-

eptable for website operator. The process was performed using 53

teps and decision solutions were generated during simulations. In

ach step different aspiration functions were defined for outcome

epresented by FG 

t 
2 (x) and resulted different response from model

nd value of negative response represented by FG 

t 
1 (x). Results for

oth functions are shown and compared in Fig. 15 with Y axis rep-

esenting the normalized measure of outcome and intrusiveness

hile X axis is representing the step of simulation. The dotted line

llustrates the negative response and dashed line is showing web

ortal outcome. 

From step from 1 to 27 it was observed that the growth of ob-

ained values for criterion FG 

t 
2 (x) representing outcome and per-

uasion at very low levels. In the steps 27 - 32 FG 

t 
2 (x) stabilizes at

he range of 0.6 and it is accompanied by slight growth of nega-

ive influence on users. From the step 33 till 49, the growth of out-

ome is smaller than the growth of persuasion. In this period the

utcome grows from 0.62 till 0.87 while persuasion grows more

han ten times from 0.05 till 0.6. Highest dynamics for growth of

ersuasion is observed from period 48 till 50 when value of 0.93

s achieved while outcome grows in smaller range and 12% only

rom 0.85 till 0.95. Solutions starting from 33 till 49 deliver higher

utcome to 0.85 but are occupied by higher growth of persuasion.

esults showed that possible solution in the steps 28 - 33 with

ery low persuasion and outcome in the range of 0.6. If this level

f outcome is not acceptable, another option is selecting solution

rom range 45–49 where outcome is close to 0.8 and persuasion

s at the 40% of maximal value. For each step of simulation was

btained emission plan as a decision solution showing how many

ds from each campaign should be displayed to web users. Results

howed that with using global criterions not all advertisements are

sed, what is shown in Figs. 16–20 where Y axis represents the
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Fig. 15. Normalized results for global criterions FG t 1 (x) and FG t 2 (x) . 

Fig. 16. Exposition plans for campaign C 1 . 

Fig. 17. Exposition plans for campaign C 2 . 

Fig. 18. Exposition plans for campaign C 3 . 

Fig. 19. Exposition plans for campaign C 4 . 

Fig. 20. Exposition plans for campaign C 5 . 
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umber of impression and the X axis is showing the step of sim-

lation. Advertisements where switched On and Off depending on

ssociated outcome and persuasion. Results showed that the model

s working correctly and together with the growth of outcome it

as observed the need for higher usage of advertisements with

igher persuasion and higher costs of exposition within portal. In

ig. 21 is showed total number of expositions of all used ad units

n each stage of simulation. 

For campaign C 1 the advertisement AU 1,1 with the lowest in-

rusiveness and small emission costs was planned and the emis-

ion started at stage 20. It was among decision solutions with high

ntensity with planned 50,0 0 0 expositions till step 46 then it was

ccompanied with AU 1,9 with higher intrusiveness and then it was

sed till step 50 after AU 1,1 was stopped completely. From step 51
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Fig. 21. Total expositions for campaigns C 1 -C 5 . 

Fig. 22. Fuzzy aspiration level for function FG t 1 (x) at stages S 27 , S 46 and S 51 . 
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Fig. 23. Fuzzy aspiration level for function FG t 2 (x) at stages S 27 , S 46 and S 51 . 
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sage of highly intrusive AU 1,10 started and it replaced AU 1,9 com-

letely at the end. Results for campaign C 2 showed that ad unit

U 2,1 was used from the step 12 with maximal usage 68,0 0 0 im-

ressions till the end of modeling but at the stage 32 advertising

nit AU 2,9 was turned on and was used with higher intensity from

he step 38. The emission plan for campaign C 3 assumes usage of

d unit AU 3,1 with 39,0 0 0 impressions from the period 24 till 41

nd usage of AU 3,7 from stage 38 till 50 followed by AU 3,9 in the

ast two stages. The emission plan for campaign C 4 is mainly based

n AU 4,1 from the stage 6 and AU 4,7 started at the end. Campaign

 5 is the only one campaign with expositions of ad unit AU 5,1 

lanned for first simulation steps with accompanying AU 5,7 from

he simulation stage 41 followed by AU 5,10 at the end of the pro-

ess. Results showed that compromise from steps 27–32 used ad-

ertisements from all campaigns and then all budgets where used.

his solution is acceptable not only because of acceptable outcome

nd relatively small negative feedback but the usage of advertis-

ng units takes place for all advertisers as well. During the model-

ng process aspiration functions where defined and fulfillment for

onstraints was monitored. Assigned aspiration levels for criterions

G 

t 
1 (x) and FG 

t 
2 (x) with results obtained in stages S 27 , S 46 and S 51 

f probability P of achieving assumed level of intrusiveness and

udget usage are showed in Figs. 22 and 23. 

Evaluation of results is based on the relation of achieved val-

es to the shape of aspiration function and different values of

he aspiration levels are observed. A kernel of fuzzy number has

he highest preference to be reached, while left and right re-

ions have smaller preferences. For fuzzy aspiration for FG 

t 
1 (x) the

ighest preference was assigned to the persuasion from zero till

00 K units. Representation is subjective, and based on the max-

mal possible persuasion on the users at the level 1200 K when
ost intrusive ads are used. Solution S 27 with obtained value

G 

t 
1 (x) = 13,495.61 delivers very low persuasion but it is associ-

ted with low outcome represented by value of FG 

t 
2 (x) = 268.03

howed in Fig. 23 localized as a solution with low acceptance.

olution obtained in the stage S 46 is affecting user experience at

oderate level with FG 

t 
1 = 459269.24 while FG 

t 
2 is observed at

ccepted level 365.02 and following web operator’s preferences

ith probability equal to 1. Solution obtained in S 51 delivers high

utcome at the level of 455.48 and it is covering preferences, but

he high value is occupied by high intrusiveness with S 51 close to

aximal values and way above accepted levels. The analysis of as-

iration functions confirms selection of solutions from the stage

 46 as a plan for the next period of analyzed campaign. At the fi-

al decision stage of the process, the management responsible for

lanning marketing activities can take into account obtained re-

ults from different perspectives. Knowledge about uncertain con-

itions and balance between outcome and level of persuasion af-

ecting user experience can be used. The global model enables the

bservation of budgets allocated for campaigns and makes possible

lanning the usage of resources and budgets allocation. 

.2. Results from modeling with sub-criteria 

In the next stage, an operational model was validated with the

ain goal being to evaluate decision solutions in relation to single

ampaigns from the perspective of individual results in a form of

nteractions and negative influence on target users. The proposed

odel, apart from individual results and sub criteria for ach cam-

aign, enables the evaluation of results in terms of costs to adver-

isers and outcome of portal’s operator from campaigns. Results for

ampaigns C 1 –C 5 are showed in Figs. 24–28 . Searching for decision

olutions was performed in 40 steps using different settings for as-

iration functions. Results showed different relations between per-

uasion and the number of achieved interactions for each cam-

aign. For example in Fig. 24 costs of this campaign grow within

teps 1–15 and stabilizes at level 0.63 with slight increase with

he decision solutions between step 15 and 31 while number of

nteractions is growing with higher dynamics than costs for adver-

iser. Persuasion is growing slowly till step 33 and then dynamics

rows and solutions become more persuasive, but it is associated

ith the growth of the number of interactions. In the final stages

7–40 persuasion grows quickly from 0.4 till 1 and it is accompa-

ied with the growth of costs from 0.72 till 1.0 but interactions

n this steps are growing only from 0.9 till 1.0. Different specifics

s observed for campaign C 2 where growth of costs is observed

n all steps apart from 1–9 and 33–40. It shows that each in-

rease of number of interactions is occupied but higher growth of

osts than for campaign C and distance between interactions and
1 
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Fig. 24. Modeling the number of interactions and persuasion together with costs 

for campaign C 1 . 

Fig. 25. Modeling the number of interactions and persuasion together with costs 

for campaign C 2 . 

Fig. 26. Modeling the number of interactions and persuasion together with costs 

for campaign C3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 27. Modeling the number of interactions and persuasion together with costs 

for campaign C4. 

Fig. 28. Modeling the number of interactions and persuasion together with costs 

for campaign C5. 

Fig. 29. Aggregated number of interactions and persuasion together with outcome 

for web portal owner. 
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outcome grows. Persuasion is observed at the very low level close

to zero till period 32, then it starts growing with high dynamics till

1.0 in 40th step. Similar relations are showed for campaigns C 3 –C 5 

and the different relations are visible. Campaign C 3 is characterized

by similar growth of costs and interactions while in campaigns C 4 

and C 5 costs are growing very fast while dynamics in achieving

interactions is smaller. In both cases growth of persuasion is ob-
erved since the beginning and it is higher for early steps than for

ampaigns C 1 –C 3 . 

In Fig. 29 presented is the aggregated data from all campaigns

n 40 steps of simulation. It shows the total number of interactions

elivered to the advertisers and negative influence on web users

ithin a portal. Total costs of advertisers are summarized in a

orm of outcome to web portal. It shows that highest growth

f income was observed for obtained decision solutions in steps

–18 and then it is still growing with smaller dynamics. From
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he beginning the number of interactions is growing more slowly

han outcome and distance between both values grows till the

eriods 21–23. Then the distance was reduced and the higher

ynamics for interactions than outcome is observed. Persuasion

n the web users grows in steps 1–19 till low level 0.2 and then

lowly grows till 0.3 obtained in the step 34. After that, it is

rowing fast till 0.8 and this growth is resulting higher number of

nteractions, however the outcome is growing slowly. Step 34 can

e treated as a compromise solution where persuasion is only at

0% of maximal value and number of interactions delivered to the

dvertiser is at the level 0.75 and 0.88 of outcome. If a web portal

wner would like to keep persuasion smaller at the level off 0.20

ike it was obtained in the step 23 it would be resulting smaller

umber of interactions at the level 0.60 and outcome 0.75. This

olution may deliver profit smaller than maximal by 25% but the

otential of campaign is used only with 60%. 

Simulation research based on global criteria revealed the rela-

ionship between the intrusiveness of used content and portal out-

omes. These criteria enable the discovery of precise solutions that

nsure the achievement of specific objectives in terms of user ex-

erience and typical measures related to the efficiency of online

dvertising. These solutions can lead to the elimination of ad ex-

ositions with low efficiency or high intrusiveness and to focusing

n advertising content that receives a high number of user interac-

ions with a relatively low level of intrusiveness. The solution may

e found not only in the context of global objectives but also with

espect to local criteria, for example individual preferences for ad-

ertisements related to intrusiveness and expected effects of the

mission system. Opposite to other solutions, the proposed fuzzy

odel includes parameters related to the levels of intrusiveness,

nd it allows the solutions to be adjusted for a given implemen-

ation at a certain confidence level. It facilitates adaptation in a

hanging environment and can be used in strategic planning while

earching for the rational use of available resources. 

The process of searching for the solutions acceptable from dif-

erent perspectives takes into account the goals of the advertisers

nd portal managers to reach the highest user responsiveness and

he certainty of their execution. It gives the opportunity to evaluate

any potential approaches with respect to different pref erences of

he decision makers. The model provides an answer to the ques-

ion of how to obtain a compromise between the user experience

hat is affected negatively by the intrusiveness and the efficiency

f advertising represented by a user’s willingness to interact. It is

chieved mainly by simulations that evaluate how changes in re-

ources may affect the results, and to what extent it makes sense

o increase the advertising budget or how to increase the income

ithout invading user experience. 

. Conclusions 

Expert and intelligent systems deliver support using available

uantitative data and measurable characteristics for various areas

elated to web platforms, including web usage and content min-

ng ( Arbelaitz et al., 2013 ), recommendations ( He, Parra, & Verbert,

016 ), personalization ( Hawalah & Fasli, 2015 ). However, the web

esigners have to face with dilemmas how to address the hardly

easurable expectations of web users and marketers. Visual layer

f web systems, web usability, user experience, persuasion or in-

uence on web users require rather qualitative analysis. They usu-

lly rely on intuition or earlier experience with very limited sup-

ort from intelligent systems. The paper contributes to interdis-

iplinary field combining expert and intelligent systems together

ith human-computer interaction and online marketing. 

There are three main theoretical contributions of the pa-

er. First, our approach integrates heterogeneous knowledge from
ources such as quantitative data from online experiments with

ualitative representation of subjective perceived intrusiveness as

ell as with business requirements. The other solutions related

o online marketing concentrate on knowledge acquisition in sup-

orting digital marketing strategy formulation from the marketers

oint of view ( Li, Li, He, Ward, & Davies, 2011 ). We, however, in-

egrate perceptual response and aspects related to user experience

ithin the intelligent fuzzy multi-objective system in the online

nvironment. By connecting commercial aspects and user experi-

nce towards compromise solutions, the presented work extends

arlier attempts to build infrastructure for supporting usability de-

ign patterns ( Henninger & Ashokkumar, 2005 ), knowledge repre-

entation ( Sheriyev & Atymtayeva, 2015 ) and intelligent systems

or design of human-computer interaction ( Sheriyev, Atymtayeva,

eissembetov, & Kenzhaliyev, 2016 ). The previous work was mainly

argeted to functional components of interfaces not taking into ac-

ount marketing goals and their potential negative impact on web

sers. Second, the presented study provides a theoretical contri-

ution and addresses research challenges related to engineering

spects of online marketing. It meets the identified need for so-

utions with better support for stakeholders involved in the cre-

tion, placement, evaluation, and publication of ecologically sus-

ainable online advertising ( Brajnik & Gabrielli, 2010 ). While ear-

ier research was fragmented and based on surveys, our model

akes possible to conduct large scale simulations and to generate

ecision variants for “WHAT-IF” scenarios. It also solves the prob-

em with opposite preferences of marketers and content providers

 Zhang, 2006 ) by finding a compromise between their conflicting

oals. Third, paper shows alternative approach to measuring the

evel of content intrusiveness without the use of more subjective

urveys and questionnaires like it was suggested earlier ( Li et al.,

002 ). Presented approach is based on perceptual experiments

ith assigned relation to real online response. Results showed

iscrepancy between conscious actions within perceptual exper-

ment and interactions from real online systems backed by un-

onscious data processing and spontaneous interactions. It opens

he area for further research to explain factors affecting online

esponse. 

The new approach can be used by web designers for the au-

omation of HCI engineering processes, in order to evaluate the

mpact of used marketing components on user experience. Over-

ll, apart from above conceptual contributions four practical impli-

ations may be identified. First, we presented a conceptual frame-

ork for decomposition of interactive components, which in turn,

nable to generate de-sign variants in real time. It can be used

or experimental content creation for dynamic adjustment to the

hanges of environment. Second, our results prove the ability to

nd good trade-off solutions and to detect of saturation points

ithin simulation environment after acquiring initial data samples

rom a real campaign. Third, online experiments revealed that will-

ngness to interact with online interactive component is more re-

ated to content itself rather than to additional special effects and

ontent visibility. This phenomenon is in contrast to earlier stages

f Internet and the role of animations and active elements within

arketing content considerably evolved. The evolution of web user

ehavior is especially visible if compared to earlier studies empha-

izing the role of animations and visual effects at attention catch-

ng ( Yun & Kim, 2005 ). Our study clearly showed that the con-

ent with high visibility not necessarily motivates to interactions.

ourth, the structure of proposed model can be directly used by

ractitioners to evaluate data from real campaigns. The proposed

odel has a generalization property; it can be used to evaluate a

ingle campaign or even to create a reference database for market-

ng agencies. Using the reference database, the marketing content

nd its potential performance or influence on web users can be

fficiently evaluated. 
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The perceptual, controlled online experiments and simulations

led us to the following general conclusions: 

• Perceived visibility and intensity of advertising content detected

in the controlled perceptual experiment did not result in a

higher number of acquired interactions; 
• Based on the perceptual experiments, the most visible and po-

tentially most effective elements are those with a high vivid-

ness effect and a 40% flashing area; however, the best results

from the online experiment were achieved using much less in-

vasive animated elements and slow frequency flashing. In other

words, the most visible content does not motivate the user to

intensively interact; 
• The high intrusiveness of advertisements did not have an im-

pact on better results, but it negatively affected the user expe-

rience; 
• The introduced optimization model facilitates searching for a

trade-off solution within the online resource exploitation pro-

cess, taking into account opposite factors related to both profits

and user experience; 
• A saturation point can be detected where the increase of intru-

siveness results only in very slow growth of user attention and

only a small increase in the advertisers’ and portal’s profits; 
• The usage of fuzzy model parameters allowed more natural

representation of data related to the intrusiveness with impre-

cise and subjective evaluations. 

Presented research is up to date with future directions of on-

line marketing. While more than 144 million users are blocking

marketing content with dedicated software ( Krammer, 2008; Post

& Sekharan, 2015 ), radical changes in marketing strategies are re-

quired and new strategies toward building more friendly environ-

ment should be explored. 

Future research will focus on integrating the model with the

operating environment, as well as its extension towards building a

reference knowledge base with real advertising content from dif-

ferent sectors. A larger amount of real advertisements can be uti-

lized to extraction of features affecting the perceived intrusiveness.

While recent research was mainly focused on full screen browsers,

the mobile technologies and other forms of intrusiveness for ads

displayed within mobile applications can be explored. From the

methodological perspective, verification of the model with differ-

ent representations of fuzzy parameters can be studied and com-

pared with current results. Yet another extension can include user

behavior analysis using eye tracking and detection of factors nega-

tively affecting the cognitive processes during editorial content ab-

sorption. 
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